
Abstract. In recent years, magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) with diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) has seen wide
clinical use, such as for early detection of cerebrovascular
diseases and whole body screening for tumors. The apparent
diffusion coefficient (ADC) standard phantom, which mimics
the ADC values of several lesions in the body, is indispensable
for the development of new pulse sequences for DWI, such
as diffusion-weighted whole-body imaging with background
body-signal suppression (DWIBS). However, information on
the ADC values of the previously reported ADC standard
phantoms is limited, because these phantoms were made
using only a few different materials at a limited range of
concentrations, and the ADC values were measured only at
certain temperatures. It has been considered difficult, if not
impossible, to create a phantom that provides arbitrary ADC
values, because it is difficult to calculate the concentrations
of the materials and the temperature at ADC measurement. In
this study, we used polyethylene glycol (PEG) as a phantom
material, and developed an empirical formula to calculate the
PEG concentration at any measurement temperature to obtain
arbitrary ADC values of the phantom. DWI images of
phantoms made using seven different PEG concentrations
were taken under heating from 17 to 46˚C at 1˚C intervals.
Using ADC values calculated from these DWI images, we
developed two empirical formulas: i) an empirical formula to
calculate the ADC values of phantoms made using any PEG

concentration at any measurement temperature; and ii) an
empirical formula to calculate PEG concentrations to obtain
arbitrary ADC values at any measurement temperature. We
inspected the accuracy of these empirical formulas by newly
made PEG phantoms. A comparison between the ADC values
calculated with the empirical formulas and the measured
ADC values confirmed the high accuracy of these formulas.
PEG phantoms are safe, inexpensive and easy to make,
compared with the previously reported ADC standard phan-
toms. Our empirical formulas enable us to calculate PEG
concentrations that provide arbitrary ADC values at any
measurement temperature. The empirical formulas could
be used within a range of ADC values from 0.37x10-3 to
3.67x10-3 mm2/s, PEG concentrations from 0 to 120 mM, and
measurement temperatures from 18 to 45˚C. Using these
formulas, it would be possible to make standard phantoms
that mimic the ADC values of any clinical lesions. The PEG
phantom might thus be an excellent new ADC standard
phantom for MRI with DWI.

Introduction

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) with diffusion-weighted
imaging (DWI) is useful for early diagnosis of cerebro-
vascular diseases and whole body screening for tumors. The
apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) map, which is calculated
from DWI images and reflects the diffusion of water
molecules (1), is available for diagnosis and follow-up after
treatment of cerebral infarction (1) or brain tumors (2-4) and
for evaluation of the degree of tumor differentiation (1,5).
New pulse sequences, such as diffusion-weighted whole-
body imaging with background body signal suppression
(DWIBS) (6,7), have been developed. The ADC standard
phantom, which mimics the ADC values of several lesions in
the body, is indispensable for the development of new pulse
sequences such as DWIBS.

As ADC standard phantom materials, gelatinous sub-
stances such as agar (8), agarose (9) and polyacrylamide
(10), and liquid solution materials such as ethanol (11),
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acetone (12-15), Gd-DTPA solution (16) and cupric sulfate
solution (17) have been used previously. However, these
reports have provided only a limited number of ADC values
for certain concentrations of these materials at certain measu-
rement temperatures. It has been considered difficult, if not
impossible, to create a phantom that provides arbitrary ADC
values, because it is difficult to calculate the concentrations
of the materials and the temperature at ADC measurement.

In this study, we used PEG as a novel material for const-
ructing an ADC standard phantom. PEG is a high molecular
compound with a structure polymerized by ethylene glycol,
and is known to control the diffusion of water molecules
(18). Using ADC values calculated from the DWI images of
the new PEG phantoms, we developed two empirical
formulas: i) an empirical formula to calculate the ADC values
of phantoms made using any PEG concentration at any
measurement temperature, and ii) an empirical formula to
calculate the PEG concentration to obtain arbitrary ADC
values at any measurement temperature. The novel PEG
phantom developed herein, together with these empirical
formulas, might be the first ADC standard phantom with
broad utility.

Materials and methods

PEG phantom. The materials used for the PEG phantom were
as follows: i) PEG (P3640-500G; Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis,
MO, USA) as a diffusion modifier, ii) NaN3 (Katayama
Chemical, Osaka, Japan) as an antiseptic, and iii) Distilled
water (DW).

The PEG was heated and diluted with DW to final concen-
trations of 20, 40, 60, 80, 100 and 120 mM with 0.03 w/w%
NaN3. The PEG solutions were enclosed in phantom cases
(93-3825-3, No. 5; Sansyo, Tokyo, Japan) (Fig. 1A).

Measurement of ADC values by MR imaging
Phantom case container. PEG phantoms were placed into

the phantom case container (Figs. 1B-a and C-a), which
could hold a maximum of 16 phantoms. The phantom case
container was filled with 0.9 w/w% sodium chloride solution
and 0.03 w/w% NaN3.

Heating system. The phantom case container was encircled
with a tube (Figs. 1B-b and C-b), and the container and tube
were enclosed in a Styrofoam box (Figs. 1B-c and C-c). The
tube around the container was connected to a circulating
temperature-regulated water bath (Thermo-Mate BF-41;
Yamato Scientific Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) (Fig. 1E-a). The
phantoms were gradually heated from 17 to 46˚C during MR
imaging under temperature-monitoring.

Monitoring of the phantom temperature. The temperature
in phantoms was monitored with an optical fiber thermo-
meter (Fluoroptic™ Thermometer m600; Luxtron Co.,
Mountain View, CA, USA) (Fig. 1E-b) during MR imaging.
The thermometer was put in the center of the phantom case
filled with 0.9 w/w% sodium chloride solution.

MR imaging. In this study, a clinical MRI apparatus (1.5 T
Magnetom Vision; Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) and a head
coil were used for imaging. The scan parameters were as
follows: TR = 4000 ms, TE = 100 ms, number of excitations =
2, matrix = 98x128, field of view = 210x210 mm, b-value =
0, 500, 1000 s/mm2 and thickness = 10 mm. DWI images were
acquired in three directions, the phase-encoding, readout and
slice-selective directions, by means of a multi-shot spin-echo
echo-planar imaging sequence.

A maximum 4 phantoms were taken in each imaging.
Each image was taken during heating of the phantom from
17 to 46˚C at about 1˚C intervals.

Calculation of ADC values. The signal intensities in each
pixel of DWI images in each direction were plotted on the
vertical axis of the graph as a function of b-values on the
horizontal axis. The slope of the regression line was
obtained by the least-squares method and defined as the
ADC value in each direction. ADC values obtained from
three directions were averaged for each pixel. The averaged
ADC values were plotted on each pixel as an ADC map. We
placed circular regions of interest (ROIs), with diameters of
20 pixels (Fig. 1F-a), at the position of PEG phantoms on
ADC maps, and picked out and averaged ADC values in each
ROI using Image-J software (National Institutes of Health,
Bethesda, MD, USA).

Empirical formula for calculating the ADC values of
phantoms made using any PEG concentration at any measu-
rement temperature. ADC values of 0, 20, 40, 60, 80, 100
and 120 mM phantoms were plotted on the vertical axis as a
function of temperature (t) on the horizontal axis of the
graph.

We made the 7 quadratic equations based on the second-
order approximation of the relationship between the ADC
values and phantom temperature for each PEG concentration.
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Figure 1. The phantom and methods used in the experiments. (A) A PEG
phantom in its case. (B) A container with holes inset for the PEG phantom
cases (a) is shown. The cases were set into this container, which was then
filled with 0.9 w/w% sodium chloride solution and 0.03w/w% NaN3. The
phantom case container was encircled with a tube (b) and set into a
Styrofoam box (c). (C) The phantom case container (a) and tube (b) were
enclosed within a Styrofoam box (c). (D) MR imaging of phantoms under
gradual heating and temperature monitoring. (a) The Styrofoam box
containing the phantom case container. (b) The head coil in the clinical
MRI, 1.5 T Magnetom Vision. (E) A circulating temperature-regulated
water bath (a) connected to the tube around the phantom case container, and
an optical fiber thermometer (b) for the temperature monitoring. (F) An
ADC map of PEG phantoms. A circular ROI (a) of 20 pixels in diameter
was placed on an ADC map.
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Second-order coefficients, first-order coefficients, or inter-
cepts of the seven quadratics were plotted on the vertical axis
as a function of the PEG concentration (c) on the horizontal
axis of the graph. We developed each relational formula
(formulas [1-1], [1-2], [1-3]) based on the sixth-order approxi-
mation of the relationship between second-order coefficients,
first-order coefficients, or intercepts and PEG concentrations.
Using these relational formulas, we created an empirical
formula [1] for calculating the ADC values of phantoms made
of any PEG concentrations at any measurement temperature.

We compared the experimental ADC values and the
ADC values calculated with empirical formula [1] by substi-
tuting various PEG concentrations and measurement tempe-
ratures.

Empirical formula for calculating PEG concentrations to
obtain arbitrary ADC values at any measurement tempera-
ture. We calculated the ADC values of phantoms at each
temperature and PEG concentration by substituting phantom
temperatures from 17 to 46˚C at intervals of 1˚C and PEG
concentrations from 0 to 120 mM at intervals of 1 mM into
empirical formula [1]. The PEG concentrations at each tempe-
rature were plotted on the vertical axis as a function of the
calculated ADC values on the horizontal axis of the graph.

We created 28 cubic equations based on the third-order
approximation of the relationship between PEG concentrations
and ADC values for each phantom temperature. The third-
order coefficients, second-order coefficients, first-order co-
efficients, or intercepts of the 28 cubic equations were plotted
on the vertical axis as a function of the phantom temperature
on the horizontal axis of the graph.

We developed each relational formula (formulas [2-1],
[2-2], [2-3], [2-4]) based on the sixth-order approximation of
the relationship between third-order coefficients, second-
order coefficients, first-order coefficients, or intercepts and
phantom temperature. Using these relational formulas, we
created an empirical formula [2] for calculating PEG concen-
trations to obtain arbitrary ADC values at any measurement
temperature.

We compared the original PEG concentrations and the
PEG concentrations calculated with empirical formula [2] by
substituting the phantom temperatures of 17.15, 17.35, 31.09,
31.45, 45.50 and 45.85˚C and ADC values ranging from
0.37x10-3 to 3.67x10-3 mm2/s at 0.1x10-3 mm2/s intervals.

Accuracy validation of the empirical formulas. We created
new PEG phantoms using PEG concentrations of 10, 50, 60
and 110 mM in order to validate the accuracy of the empirical
formulas. A total of three phantoms at each concentration
were made three times independently.

We verified the accuracy of empirical formulas [1] and [2]
by measuring the ADC values of the verification phantoms.
The ADC values were measured at 18.68, 31.96 and 43.71˚C
for the 10 mM PEG phantoms, at 18.27, 31.97 and 43.79˚C
for the 50 mM PEG phantoms, at 18.76, 31.88 and 43.59˚C
for the 60 mM PEG phantoms, and at 18.85, 31.86 and
43.38˚C for the 110 mM PEG phantoms.

We calculated the ADC values by substituting 10, 50, 60
and 110 mM as the PEG concentration (c) and 17 to 46˚C at
0.1˚C intervals as the phantom temperature (t) into empirical

formula [1]. We plotted these calculated ADC values and the
ADC values obtained by measurement of the verification
phantoms on the vertical axis, as a function of the phantom
temperature on the horizontal axis of the graph, to validate
the accuracy of empirical formula [1].

We calculated the PEG concentrations by substituting
the phantom temperature (t) at which the verification phan-
toms were measured, and ADC values (x) of 0.37x10-3 to
3.67x10-3 mm2/s at 0.1x10-3 mm2/s intervals into empirical
formula [2]. We plotted these PEG concentrations and the
PEG concentrations of the verification phantoms on the
vertical axis, as a function of the ADC values on the
horizontal axis, in order to validate the accuracy of empirical
formula [2].

Results

Change of ADC values of PEG phantoms by temperature.
The ADC values of all PEG phantoms rose as the tempe-
rature of those phantoms increased (Fig. 2A). The increasing
rate of ADC values per 1˚C rise of phantom-temperature
increased, as the PEG concentration of the phantoms
decreased.

Empirical formula for calculating the ADC values of
phantoms made using any PEG concentration at any
measurement temperature

Development of an empirical formula to calculate the
ADC values of phantoms. ADC values of 0, 20, 40, 60, 80,
100 and 120 mM phantoms were plotted in Fig. 2A as a
function of temperature (t). We made the 7 quadratic equations
based on the second-order approximation of the relationship
between the ADC values and phantom temperature for each
PEG concentration as shown in Fig. 2B. The correlation
factors (R2) of these approximations were in the range of
0.9892 and 0.9972.

Second-order coefficients (A), first-order coefficients (B),
or intercepts (D) of the seven quadratic equations were
plotted on the vertical axis as a function of the PEG concen-
trations (c) on the horizontal axis of the graph as shown in
Figs. 2C, D and E, respectively. We created each relational
formula (formula [1-1], [1-2], [1-3]) based on the sixth-order
approximation of the relationship between second-order
coefficients, first-order coefficients, or intercepts and PEG
concentrations. The correlation factors (R2) of these approxi-
mations were 1.

Using these relational formulas, we created an empirical
formula [1] for calculating the ADC values of phantoms made
of any PEG concentration (c) at any measurement tempera-
ture (t), as follows:

ADC value (x10-3 mm2/s)=At2+Bt+D [1]
A=a1c6-a2c5+a3c4-a4c3+a5c2-a6c+a7 [1-1]

a1=2.46531436936361x10-14,
a2=9.85037905498954x10-12,
a3=1.52878951292508x10-9,
a4=1.16760504661724x10-7,
a5=4.60510444239698x10-6,
a6=8.69207979940501x10-5,
a7=2.88012279125331x10-4
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B=-b1c6+b2c5-b3c4+b4c3-b5c2+b6c+b7 [1-2]
b1=9.91050832533234x10-13,
b2=4.04616651988198x10-10,
b3=4.04616651988198x10-8,
b4=4.81213943626102x10-6,
b5=1.79282483309784x10-4,
b6=2.49273520368476x10-3,
b7=4.49600455784636x10-2

D=d1c6-d2c5+d3c4-d4c3+d5c2-d6c+d7 [1-3]
d1=1.30013270637121x10-11,
d2=5.30117948822038x10-9,
d3=8.26395149854456x10-7,
d4=6.19500336849210x10-5,
d5=2.34952089325091x10-3,
d6=5.01076324484870x10-2,
d7=1.07100949034771

Comparison between the experimental ADC values and
the ADC values calculated with empirical formula [1]. We
calculated the ADC values of phantoms at each temperature
and PEG concentration by substituting phantom temperatures
from 17 to 46˚C at 0.02˚C intervals and PEG concentrations
from 0 to 120 mM at 20 mM intervals into empirical formula
[1]. These calculated ADC values and the experimental ADC
values were plotted on the vertical axis as a function of the
phantom-temperature on the horizontal axis of the graph
(Fig. 2F) for verification. The error of the ADC values was
defined as the ADC value calculated with empirical formula
[1] minus the experimental ADC value, and was within the
range of -0.05x10-3 to +0.06x10-3 mm2/s.

Empirical formula for calculating PEG concentrations to
obtain arbitrary ADC values at any measurement
temperature

Development of an empirical formula to calculate PEG
concentrations of phantoms. We calculated the ADC values
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Figure 2. The ADC values of phantoms, development of an empirical formula to calculate ADC values and its verification. (A) The change of ADC values
following the change of phantom temperature. ◊: 0, Δ: 20, �: 40, �: 60, ♦: 80, �: 100 and �: 120 mM PEG phantom. (B) The second-order approximation of the
relationship between ADC values and phantom temperature for each PEG concentration. The curves a, b, c, d, e, f and g indicate the approximate
experimental values of 0, 20, 40, 60, 80, 100 and 120 mM PEG phantoms. The correlation factors (R2) were within the range of 0.9892 to 0.9972. (C) The
relationships between PEG concentration and the second-order coefficients of the quadratics equations. The 7 black diamonds and the line joining them
represent the coefficients and the sixth-order approximation, respectively. (D) The relationships between PEG concentration and the first-order coefficients of
the quadratic equations. The 7 black diamonds and the line joining them represent the coefficients and the sixth-order approximation, respectively. (E) The
relationships between PEG concentrations and the intercepts of the quadratic equations. The 7 black diamonds and the line joining them represent the
intercepts and the sixth-order approximation, respectively. (F) Comparison between the experimental ADC values and the ADC values calculated with
empirical formula [1]. The points (◊: 0, Δ: 20, �: 40, �: 60, ♦: 80, �: 100 and �: 120 mM PEG phantoms) and lines indicate the experimental ADC values and
the ADC values calculated with the empirical formula, respectively. (G) Accuracy validation of empirical formula [1]. The points and lines indicate the
experimental ADC values of the verification phantoms and the ADC values calculated with the empirical formula, respectively.
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of phantoms at each temperature and PEG concentration, by
substituting phantom temperatures from 17 to 46˚C at 1˚C
intervals and PEG concentrations from 0 to 120 mM at 1 mM
intervals into empirical formula [1]. The PEG concen-
trations at each temperature were plotted in Fig. 3A on the
vertical axis as a function of the calculated ADC values on the
horizontal axis of the graph.

We created 28 cubic equations based on the third-order
approximation of the relationship between PEG concentra-
tions and ADC values for each phantom temperature as
shown in Fig. 3B. The correlation factors (R2) of these appro-
ximations were in the range of 0.9992 and 0.9999.

The third-order coefficients (E), second-order coefficients
(F), first-order coefficients (G), or intercepts (H) of the 28

INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF ONCOLOGY  35:  893-900,  2009 897

Figure 3. The development of an empirical formula to calculate PEG concentrations of phantoms and its verification. (A) The relationship between PEG
concentrations and ADC values calculated with empirical formula [1]. (B) The third-order approximation of the relationship between PEG concentrations and
ADC values for each phantom temperature. The points indicate the ADC values calculated with empirical formula [1]. The gray curves (a, b and c) indicate
the third-order approximation at 18, 30 and 45˚C of phantom-temperature, respectively, as examples. The correlation factors (R2) of a, b and c were 0.9999,
0.9998 and 0.9992. (C) The relationships between phantom temperature and the third-order coefficients of the third-order approximation. The 28 black
diamonds and the line joining them represent the coefficients and the sixth-order approximation, respectively. (D) The relationships between phantom
temperature and second-order coefficients of the third-order approximation. The 28 black diamonds and the line joining them represent the coefficients and
the sixth-order approximation, respectively. (E) The relationships between phantom temperature and first-order coefficients of the third-order approximation.
The 28 black diamonds and the line joining them represent the coefficients and the sixth-order approximation, respectively. (F) The relationships between
phantom temperature and intercepts of the third-order approximation. The 28 black diamonds and the line joining them represent the intercepts and the sixth-
order approximation, respectively. (G) and (H) Comparison between the experimental PEG concentration and the PEG concentration calculated with
empirical formula [2]. The points and lines indicate the experimental PEG concentrations and the PEG concentrations calculated with the empirical formula,
respectively. (I-L) Accuracy validation of an empirical formula [2]. The points and lines indicate the experimental PEG concentrations of the verification
phantoms (I: 10, J: 50, K: 60 and L: 110 mM) and the PEG concentrations calculated with the empirical formula, respectively.
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cubic equations were plotted on the vertical axis as a function
of the phantom temperature on the horizontal axis of the
graph as shown in Figs. 3C, D, E and F, respectively. We
developed each relational formula (formula [2-1], [2-2], [2-3],
[2-4]) based on the sixth-order approximation of the rela-
tionship between the third-order coefficients, second-order
coefficients, first-order coefficients, or intercepts and the
phantom temperature. The correlation factors (R2) of these
approximations were 1.

Using these relational formulas, we finally obtained an
empirical formula [2] for calculating the PEG concentrations
to obtain arbitrary ADC values (x) at any measurement
temperature (t), as follows.

PEG concentration (mM)=Ex3+Fx2+Gx+H [2]
E=-e1t6+e2t5-e3t4+e4t3-e5t2+e6t-e7 [2-1]

e1=3.27736483785035x10-10,
e2=2.43601220056844x10-7,
e3=4.78447796715409x10-5,
e4=4.49145197130307x10-3,
e5=2.31278783174110x10-1,
e6=6.45100927565591,
e7=8.23414693303379x10

F=f1t6-f2t5+f3t4-f4t3+f5t2-f6t+f7 [2-2]
f1=6.34775940144827x10-9,
f2=1.45176821464421x10-6,
f3=1.58003504140969x10-4,
f4=1.13671176541983x10-2

f5=0.57023827828190x10-1,
f6=17.6456968433818,
f7=2.89980321828035x102

G=-g1t6+g2t5-g3t4+g4t3-g5t2+g6t-g7 [2-3]
g1=1.21934856656125x10-8,
g2=2.40257566774815x10-6,

g3=1.96066865085331x10-4,
g4=9.85171558496845x10-3,
g5=4.23182569872859x10-1,
g6=1.44904604394909x10,
g7=3.93293937637908x102

H=h1t6-h2t5+h3t4+h4t3-h5t2+h6t+h7 [2-4]
h1=2.62829025210465x10-9,
h2=4.36504405065818x10-7,
h3=1.57713400179560x10-5,
h4=8.68490910910680x10-4,
h5=6.92865926463888x10-2,
h6=1.89531114798437,
h7=1.73978835200859x102

Comparison between the experimental PEG concentrations
and the PEG concentrations calculated with empirical
formula [2]. We calculated the PEG concentrations of
phantoms at various temperatures and ADC values by
substituting phantom temperature of 17.15, 17.35, 31.09,
31.45, 45.50 and 45.85˚C and ADC values of 0.37x10-3 to
3.67x10-3 mm2/s at 0.1x10-3 mm2/s intervals into empirical
formula [2]. These calculated PEG concentrations and the
experimental PEG concentrations were plotted on the vertical
axis as a function of the ADC value of the horizontal axis of
the graph (Figs. 3G and H) for verification.

The error of PEG concentrations, which was defined as
the PEG concentration calculated with empirical formula [2]
minus the experimental PEG concentration, was within the
range of -4.15 to +2.52 mM.

Accuracy validation of empirical formulas
Accuracy validation of empirical formula [1]. The error

of ADC values, which was defined as the ADC value
calculated with empirical formula [1] minus the experi-
mental ADC value of the verification phantom, was within
the range of -0.12x10-3 to +0.01x10-3 mm2/s, as shown in
Fig. 2G.

Accuracy validation of empirical formula [2]. The error
of PEG concentrations, which was defined as the PEG
concentration calculated with empirical formula [2] minus
the experimental PEG concentration of the verification
phantom, was within the range of -5.16 to +1.10 mM, as
shown in Figs. 3I, J, K and L.

Discussion

In recent years, MRI with DWI has seen wide clinical use,
including for early detection of cerebrovascular diseases and
whole body screening for tumors. The ADC standard
phantom, which mimics the ADC values of several lesions in
the body, is indispensable for the development of new pulse
sequences for DWI. In this study, we used PEG as a
construction material for a new ADC standard phantom. PEG
is a high molecular compound with a structure polymerized
by ethylene glycol. PEG is a safe material and used as a base
in many everyday products, including lapactics, skin creams
and cosmetic emulsifiers. Jonathan (18) reported that PEG,
which had been injected into cells, decreases ADC values of
cells by suppressing the diffusion of water molecules. Prior

MATSUYA et al:  A NEW PHANTOM USING POLYETHYLENE GLYCOL AS AN ADC STANDARD898

Table I. ADC values of brain tumors and infarctions.
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Lesion ADC value

(x10-3 mm2/s)
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

Acute infarct 0.84±0.27

Subacute infarct 1.83±0.99

Chronic infarct 1.98±0.77

Acute infection 1.25±0.77

Hamartoma 1.54±0.23

Arachnoid cyst 3.07±0.45

Cystic tumor 2.96±0.21

Benign tumor 2.15±0.62

Low-grade glioma 1.50±0.32

Malignancy 0.97±0.33

Lymphomas 0.51±0.06

Carcinomas 0.99±0.08
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
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to the present study, however, PEG has not been used as an
MRI phantom material.

We made two kinds of empirical formulas: i) an empirical
formula to calculate ADC values of phantoms made of any
PEG concentrations at any measurement temperature, and
ii) an empirical formula to calculate PEG concentrations to
get arbitrary ADC values at any measurement temperature.
These empirical formulas will enable us to calculate the PEG
concentrations to be used when creating an ADC standard
phantom with an arbitrary ADC value. The empirical formulas
could be used within ranges of ADC values from 0.37x10-3 to
3.67x10-3 mm2/s, PEG concentrations from 0 to 120 mM, and
measurement temperatures from 18 to 45˚C. This range of
ADC values covers all of the reported ADC values of lesions
measured clinically by DWI in two previous studies (19,20),
as summarized in Table I. Using these empirical formulas,
we can thus create standard phantoms that mimic the ADC
values of any clinical lesions.

We also reviewed the materials previously used for ADC
standard phantoms; the results are summarized in Table II.
The previously used materials include gelatinous materials
such as agar, agarose and polyacrylamide, and liquid solution
materials such as ethanol, acetone, Gd-DTPA solution and
cupric sulfate solution. When using agar and agarose, care
must be taken to achieve a uniform dissolution. Agarose and
polyacrylamide are rather expensive. Care must also be taken
in the handling of polyacrylamide, ethanol and acetone due
to their toxicity, and ethanol and acetone due to their
volatility. Gd-DTPA solution and cupric sulfate solution are
toxic and require waste liquid treatment.

Information on the ADC values of the previously reported
ADC standard phantoms is limited, because these phantoms
were made using only a few different materials at a limited
range of concentrations, and the ADC values were measured
only at certain temperatures.

PEG phantoms are safer, less expensive, and easier to
make than the previously reported ADC standard phantoms.
Moreover, the empirical formulas presented herein can be
used to calculate PEG concentrations that provide arbitrary
ADC values at any measurement temperature. The present
studies suggest that the PEG phantom could prove to be an
excellent ADC standard phantom for MRI with DWI.
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